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UNIFORM CONVERGENCE FOR MULTIFUNCTIONS

R. E. SMITHSON

Let J^~ be a collection of multivalued functions on a
topological space into uniform space. The topology of uniform
convergence is defined on *^~, and it is shown that for point
compact functions this topology is larger than the pointwise
topology. Some results are given on uniform convergence of
nets in J^~. It is also shown that if ^~ consists of point com-
pact continuous functions on a compact space, then the compact
open topology and topology of uniform convergence are the
same. Finally the following Ascoli theorem for multifunc-
tions is obtained. Theorem: Let & be the set of point
compact, continuous multifunctions on a compact regular space
into a T2-uniform space. Then J^~ c & is compact if and only
if (i) J^~ is closed in ^ , (ii) ^~[%\ has compact closure for
each x and (iii) J^~ is equicontinuous.

1* Introduction* In [2] the topology of pointwise convergence
and the compact open topologies were defined for sets of multivalued
functions. Basic properties of these topologies (such as separation
axioms, etc.) were studied and some characterizations of compact sets
were obtained. The purpose of the present paper is to continue the
development of the basic topologies to topologies generated by uni-
formities, and hence, to a discussion of uniform convergence.

Thus let (X, S~) be a topological space, and let (Y, Jr) be a uni-
form space. Let ^ be a family of multivalued functions on X into
Y. We construct a uniformity for ^ as follows. If VeT*, define
W(V) by: W(V) = {(F, G) ejr x J ^ | for all xe X, (y, G{x)) Π VΦφ
for all yeF(x), and (F(x), y') Π V Φ ψ for all γ'eG(x)}.

The cumbersomeness of this definition is a result of the fact that
F(x) and G(x) are subsets of Y rather than points. Note, that if F
and G are singlevalued functions, then W(V) = {(F, G)\(F(x), G(x)) e
V}. We could have used the set {(F, G)\F{x) x G(x) c V}, but then
we might not get many pairs in members of the uniformity. An-
other possibility is sets of the form {(F, G)\F(x) x G(x) Γ\ V Φ φ}.
This could give a reasonable definition, but this condition is some-
what weaker than the one chosen, and in some cases allows too many
pairs (F, G) in the set. Now we let ΊJ& be the uniformity generated
by the collection of all such sets W(V). The topology generated by
°ί9 is called the topology of uniform convergence (we sometimes
abbreviate this to the u.c. topology or simply u.c.) and we obtain
the following relationship between this topology and the topology of
pointwise convergence defined in [2].
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DEFINITION. A multifunction F: X —> Y on a topological space
X into a topological space Y is called pomί compact if and only if
(̂α?) is compact for each xe X.

If (Y, ψ*) is a uniform space, we shall assume that Y has the
topology generated by the uniformity T. (See Kelley [1] for notation
and definitions.) Further, if A c X, then A* and AΌ denote the closure
and interior of A respectively. Finally, in this paper the terms
function and multifunction will be synonymous.

LEMMA 1. If each member of j ^ ~ is point compact, then the
topology of uniform convergence is larger than the topology of point-
wise convergence.

Proof. From [2] we have that the pointwise topology is gener-
ated by sets of the form {Fe ^ \F(x) c U) or {FeJ^\F(x) Π U Φ φ)
where x e Xand Z7is an open subset of Y. Thus let έ? = {Fe ^ \ F{x) c
J7}, and let He έ?. We shall show that there is a VeT such
that W(V)[H] cz έ?. Since H(x) is compact and U is open, there
exists a member VeT such that V[H(x)]d U [1; pg. 199, Th. 33].
Now suppose that GeW(V)[H\; then (H, G)eW{V) and hence,
if y'eG(x), then (H(x), y') Π VΦ <f>. Therefore there is a y e H{x)
such that (y, yf) e V. Thus y' e V[y] c V[H(x)] c U. That is, G(x) c
U, and so W(V)[H] c U. Now suppose that & = {F\F(x) Π U Φ φ},
and let He &. Then there exists y e H{x) Π έ? and there exists a Ve
T such that F[τ/] c ^ \ If G e T^(F)[ii], then (y, G(a;)) Π U Φ φ. Thus
there is a yreG{x) such t h a t {y,yr)eV and hence, yf eV[y\a έ?.

That is, G{» ί l f/^^ and TF(F)[Jϊ] c ^ . These two results show that
the topology of uniform convergence is larger than the topology of
pointwise convergence.

We can now use this result to get the following.

THEOREM 2. Let J^~ he the set of point compact multifunctions on
X into Y. Then a net {Fa,aeD} converges uniformly to F e J^ if
and only if {Fa, ae D) is a Cauchy net, relative to Ύ/^, and converges
pointwise to F.

Proof. That uniform convergence implies pointwise convergence
follows from Lemma 1, and if a net converges uniformly, it is a
Cauchy net with respect to Ύ/^.

Now suppose that {Fa, ae D) is a Cauchy net with respect to <W
and suppose Fa—*F pointwise.

Now let W{V)eW~, VeT. We need to show that there is
a βeD such that Fae W(V)[F] for all a> β. Let V and V1 be
closed symmetric members of T such that F Ό F ' c VX(Z V.
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Since {Fa, ae D} is Cauchy, there exists a β such that (Fa, Fr) e
W(V) for all a, 7 > β.

Now let xeX, and let yfeF{x). If F o e 5 ^ , then there exists βf

such that Ί > β' implies that Fr(x) ΓΊ V0[yf] Φ Φ- Thus there is a
net {2/r, 7 e D'}, yr e Fr(x) such that y7 -> 7/'. Now if α: > /S and 7 >
max (/5', β) then, (i^α(aj), #r) Π V Φ ψ. Thus there is a net (#αr, #r) e
F ' , 7 G D' in F2(x). Now if {yar | 7 G D'} = A is finite there is a 70 and a
ZV, a cofinal subset of D' such that (?/αro, yτ) eV, 7 G Dό Otherwise
A c .Fβ(ίc) is infinite and since Fa(x) is compact A has a limit point
y0 e Fa(x). Then in either case there is a y0 e Fa(x), such that (y0, y') e
V. We have shown that (Fa(x), yr) Π V Φ Φ for all xeX, where
7/' e F{x), and for all a > β.

The next step is to show that (y, F(x)) Π V Φ φ for all x, and
all a>β where yeFa(x). For this let xeX and F 0 G ^ " with Vo

symmetric. Then there exists a β' such that Fr(x) c Fol^x)] for 7 >
β'. Thus there is a net (2/, 2/i) with y'aeFr{x) and yreF{x), γ e ΰ ' .

Now for 2/ G jFα(β), (1/, ίVίa?)) Π F r =7̂  ̂  for a, 7 > /9 and all x. Hence,
for all xeX, (y, yr) e V'°Vf where yreF(x). If y0 is a limit point of
{yr, 7G.D'} in i7 7^), then since V1 is closed (y,yQ)e V1cV and so (y,
JP(X)) Π V Φ Φ for all x e X, 7/ G Fa(x), a > β.

These two together imply that (Fa, F) e W(V) for a > β and so
{Fα, ae D} converges uniformly to F.

DEFINITIONS. Let F: X—> Y be a multifunction on a topological
space X into a topological space Γ".

(1) The function F is upper semi-continuous (u.s.c.) if and only if
whenever F(x) c F, an open subset of Y, there is an open set U c X
such that x e U and F(Ϊ7) c F.

(2) The function î 7 is lower semi-continuous (l.s.c.) if and only if
whenever F(x) f) V Φ φ, V open, there is an open set U, such that
x G U and F(x') Π F ̂  φ for all a?' G *7.

(3) The function ί7 is continuous if and only if it is both u.s.c.
and l.s.c.

THEOREM 3. Suppose the net {Fa, ae D] converges uniformly to F.
If each Fa is u.s.c. (l.s.c., continuous) and if F is point compact,
then F is u.s.c. (l.s.c, continuous).

Proof. Let x e X and F(x) c S, an open subset of Y. Let F e
T such that V[F(x)]aS, and F ' e T BVΌVCF and let £el> be
such that Fae W(V')[F] for all α > β. Now let α > β and then
jPα(^) c V'[F(x)\ (we may assume the Fa(x) is contained in the interior
of V'[F(x)]) and so there exists an open set ?7cXsuch that FJJU) c
V'[F{x)\. Also since (ί7, Fα) G TΓ(F') we have (?/', Fa{x')) f) V Φ φ for
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all x' and y' eF{xf) (in particular this holds for all x' e U). But then
there exists aye F(x) such that {y', y) e V'° V c V and hence F(x')(z
V[F(x)] c S for all x' e U and thus F is u.s.c.

Now suppose that F(x) Π S Φ Φ, and let y e F(x) Π S. Further, let
VeT be such that 7 [ | / ]cS and let VeT and F Ό F ' c F (we
assume that F and V are symmetric). Let /3€D such that Fae
W(V')[F] for all a > β. Let a be fixed, α > β, and then Fα(a>) Π
V'[y] Φ φ. So let a? e Ua X be an open set such that .Fα(ίe') Π V'[y'] Φ
φ for all x'e U, where #'e jPα(ίE) c V'[y\. Now there is a y"eF{x')
such that (2/", ?/') e V and hence, (#", y) e VΌ V c V. Hence, ί\x') Π
S Φ φ for all x' e U, and so î 7 is l.s.c.

The above two parts show that if each Fa is both u.s.c. and
l.s.c, then so is F. Consequently if Fa is continuous for each a,
then F is continuous.

COROLLARY. Let {Fa, ae D} be a net of u.s.c. (l.s.c.) functions
into a T2-space such that for each VeT* there is a βeD such that,
a > β, and y19 y2 e Fa(x) implies that (yl9 y2) e V. If {Fa, aeD) con-
verges uniformly to F, then F is a continuous single-valued function.

LEMMA 4. Suppose that F: X-+Y is a continuous point compact
function on the space X into the regular space Y. Let KaX be
compact, and let U be an open subset of Y such that F(x) Π U Φ φ
for all xeK. Then there exists a compact set C c U Π F{K) such
that F{x) Γ)C Φ φ for all xe K.

Proof. Let xe K and let y e F(x) Π U. Then there is an open
set VxczY such that yeVx(zV*aU, and an open set WxaX such
that x e Wx and if x' e W, then F{xf) Π Vx Φ φ. Pick such a Vx and
Wx for each xeK. Thus the family <W" = {Wx: xeK} is an open
cover of K and so there is a finite subcover, WXl, •••, WXk. Let VXl

be the set corresponding to WXl as above. Then the set C" = U<=i Vίt

c U is closed and F(x) Π C" Φ φ for all xeK. Finally, since F is
u.s.c. and point compact, F(K) is compact and so C = C ' Π F{K) is
the desired set.

REMARK. If we merely require that F be l.s.c. in Lemma 4, the
proof given shows that there is a closed subset C of U such that
F(x) Π C Φ φ for all xeK.

LEMMA 5. Let j ^ ~ be the family of continuous, point compact
functions on a compact space (X, ^~) into the uniform space (Y, Y*).
Then the topology of uniform convergence is the same as the compact
open topology.
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Proof. Let KaX be compact and let 0>u έ?2 be open subsets
of Y. From [2] the compact open topology is generated by sets of
the form T = {FeJ^: F(K) c ^ and F{x) n ̂  Φ Φ for all x e K).
First we shall show that T is open in the topology of uniform con-
vergence. For this let Fe T. Since K is compact, F is continuous
and F(x) compact, F(K) is compact and so there is a member C/Ίe
T such that V\F(K)\ c ^ Also, by Lemma 4 there is a compact set
C c F(K) Π ̂ 2 such that F(x) ΓίCφφ for all a? e K. Let F2 be a
member of 3^ such that V2[C] c ^ 2 , and let V be a symmetric mem-
ber of T such that VczV.f] V2. Then if G e W(V)[F], we get G{K) Π
^ and (?(&) f) έ?2Φ Φ for all cce iΓ. Hence W(V)[F] c T, and so T
is open with respect to the topology of uniform convergence.

Now let Ve T and consider the set W(V)[F]. Let V be a closed
symmetric member of the uniformity such that VΌ V'aV. If x e X,
then, since F is point compact, there exists a finite set {yly , yk}aF(x)
such that F(x) c Uί ̂ '[2/iΓ Further, by the continuity of F, there
exists a closed, hence compact, neighborhood K of x such that
F(K) c Uϊ V%4]°, and F{z) Π F'[^]° ^ ζ3 for all i = 1, , & and z e K.
Since X is compact we obtained a finite cover Kt, , Km of Xof such
sets together with corresponding sets \Jΐ V'ly^]0, , Uίm ^'[2/im]0 Set
S3 = \J];j V'[yi3Y and define a set [/,• as follows:

Ud = {Gejtr: G(K5) c Sd and G(x) Π V'[yt.]° Φ Φ

for all ij and α; e Ks} .

Note that F G Uj for each j = 1, , m. Further, let Ge Γ)T Ud

and let y e G(x) where x e Kβ. Since G e U3-, G{x) c S,- and hence,
V e F'[2/i.]° for some ^ Also F(x) Π Vr[yi3] Φ φ follows from the con-
struction of the JBΓ/S. Hence, (^(x), y) Γ)V Φ φ. Finally, if yeF(x)
for xe Kj, then, since (?(#) Π F ' ^ . ] 0 Φ φ, there exists a τ/'e G(α ) such
that (T/, 7/') G V'oV. Thus (T/, G(OJ)) Π F ^ ^ , and the u.c. topology is
contained in the compact open topology. Hence, the lemma follows.

DEFINITION. Let ̂  be a family of functions on the space X
into the uniform space (Y, T1) the family ^ is equicontinuous at
x e X if and only if for each VeT* there is a neighborhood U of x
such that for all Fejr (1) F(U) c F[F(x)], and (2) for each se EΓ,
G(s) Π F[τ/] ^ 0 for all y e F(x).

LEMMA 6. Let j ^ he a collection of point compact functions on
the space X into the uniform space (F, JΓ) which is equicontinuous
at x. Then the pointwise closure of J^ in the family of point com-
pact functions on X into Y is also equicontinuous at x.

Proof. Let F be a point compact function which is in the
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point wise closure of j ^ . Let V be a closed member of 5^ and
let V e Y* be closed and symmetric and suppose F'° F ' c V. Let
U be a neighborhood of x such that for each G e ^ , G{U)(Z
V'[G{x)\ and G(s) Π Vfo] ^ φ for z e Ϊ7 and y e G(a). Now if F(I7) £
F[lφOL there is aze Uand α?/e F(s) such that y £ V[F(x)]. Since F(x)
is compact, there is a finite set j ^ , • • ,yk}c:F(x) such that i*7^) c
Uί yr[ViY = S. Further there is an open set Γ such that y e T and
TO F ^ ] = 0 for each i. Now set W(S) = {H: H(x) c S} and TΓ(Γ) -
{JET: JBΓ(«) Π TΦφ}. Then TF = W(S) Π W{T) is a point wise open set
containing F such that W Π ̂  = φ. This is a contraction and so
we conclude that F{U) c FfίXα;)]. A similar argument will show that
F(z) Π V[y] Φ φ for all y £ F(x) and z e U. Hence the lemma follows.

We say that the family J^ is equicontinuous in case it is equi-
continuous at each point. Then if J^ is equicontinuous, each member
of j ^ ~ is l.s.c, and if each member of ^ is point compact, thene ach
member of j ^ ~ is u.s.c. and hence, each member of j ^ ~ is continuous.

Let . ^ b e a family of functions from the topological space Xinto
the topological space Y. A topology J7~ on ̂  is said to be jointly
continuous (j.c.) if and only if the function P: J?~ x X—> Y defined
by P(F, x) = F(x) is continuous.

LEMMA 7. If ^ is an equicontinuous collection of point compact
functions, then the pointwise topology for J?~ is jointly continuous.

Proof. First we shall show that P is u.s.c. For this suppose
that F(x) c W where W is an open subset of Y and (F, x) e J^ x X.
Since F(x) is compact, there is a symmetric V in the uniformity
such that VoV[F(x)] c W, and such that F(x) c (J V[y]° = S for ye
F(x). Since ^ is equicontinuous, there is a neighborhood U of x such
that G(U) c V[G(x)] for all G e JΓ. Further, let T = {G e ̂ \ G(x) c S}.
Then (F,x)eT x U and P(T x U) c W. A similar argument
shows P is l.s.c. and so the pointwise topology is jointly continuous.

COROLLARY. // F is an equicontinuous family of point compact
functions on the compact space X into the uniform space (Y, Ύ),
then the u.c. topology, the pointwise topology and the compact open
topology are all the same.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 5 and 7 together with Pro-
positions 6 and 7 of [2].

We need one more lemma before stating one of the main theorems
of this paper.

LEMMA 8. // J^ is compact relative to a j.c. topology J7~, and
if each member of j ^ ~ is point compact, then J^~ is equicontinuous.
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Proof. Let Ve 5*7 the uniformity for Y; let V be a symmetric
member of 3^ such that F ^ F ' c F, and let x e l Since P is con-
tinuous, we can find a neighborhood W{F) for each F e ^ ~ and a
neighborhood Z7CF7) of a; such that there is a finite subset {yλ1 ' >,yk}
of F(x) and such that for GeW(F), G(z)a\Ji V^], and G(s) n

Φ φ for each yim Then there is a finite subcover W(Fj)f •••,
of ^ with corresponding sets J7(jPχ), •••, ί/(FΛ). Let £7 =

Then if GeJ^Ge W{F3) for some i, and if ze U, then
l/J where y.eF^x). Thus, since G(a) Π V'\yλ Φ φ, for

each yeG(z) there is a y' eG(x) such that (?/, y') c Vr°V'<z V and so
G(s)c F[G(α)] for all ze [Λ On the other hand let yeG(x). Since
G(a ) c Uί V'lvA and G(«) Π Vf\vλ Φ Φ for all y, we get G(s) Π V[y] Φ
φ. Hence, J^ is equicontinuous at x, and the lemma follows.

Now by combining the above results with Theorem 3 in [2] we
get the following Ascoli Theorem.

THEOREM 9. Let cέ? he the set of all continuous, point compact
functions on a compact regular space into a T2, uniform space. Let
^ have the topology of uniform convergence. Then a subset Fd^7

is compact if and only if
(i) J^ is closed in ^ ,
(ii) F[x] = U {F(x): Fe^"} has compact closure for each xeX,

and
(iii) j ^ ~ is equicontinuous.

We can extend many of the above results in the following way.
Let j y be a family of subsets of X. Then in the definition of
PΓ(F) replace x e X by xe A for some A e S/. Then generate a uni-
formity by these sets. This gives us the topology of uniform con-
vergence on members of j ^ (If Szf = {X}, there is no difference,
and if Szf is all singletons we get pointwise convergence). In par-
ticular if J ^ is the set of compact sets then we obtain the topology
of uniform convergence on compacta. Then if we use the topology of
uniform convergence on compacta in place of the u.c. topology, we
can obtain results analogous to Theorem 9 for functions on locally
compact spaces.
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